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Abstract—The two phase liquid-vapour flow in a Nuclear
reactor core is an important part of the nuclear power generation
process. In order to improve the safety and economics of a Nuclear
reactor, it is essential to understand the mechanisms governing
this flow and the mechanism governing the formation of vapour
bubbles at the Critical Heat Flux. While prior research exists
about nucleation and heat transfer at normally achievable
temperatures and pressures, not enough is known about
nucleation at nuclear conditions. In this work we investigate the
present capabilities of computational ﬂuid dynamics for wall
boiling. The computational model used combines the Euler/Euler
two-phase ﬂow description with heat ﬂux partitioning. This kind
of modelling was previously applied to boiling water under high
pressure conditions relevant to nuclear power systems. Current
study is mainly focused on the geometrical parameters’ which one
is play a major role in nuclear reactor cooling; here we are
investigating the effect of CCD (Coolant Chanel dia.) and centre
to centre distance of tube variations on cooling characteristics of
moderate water in nucleate boiling channel system. CFD
Simulation results shows an excellent stable flow stream in whole
system and finally we analyzed that higher value of both
parameters temperature drop is increasing but pressure is
dropped which is desirable for cooling purposes and safety of the
system.
Index Terms— Boiling Flow, Bubble Pump, CFD, Subcooled
ﬂow boiling; Computational ﬂuid dynamics simulation; Heat ﬂux
partitioning; Two-ﬂuid model reactor coolant system, nuclear
reactor etc.

I. INTRODUCTION
The importance of heating surface conditions to boiling
processes has been recognized for decades. It has been found
that bubbles originate from pre-existing vapor or gas pockets
captured in pits, cavities, scratches and grooves (all generally
referred as cavities) on a heating surface. The cavity size and
shape have proved to be critical to entrap vapor and/or gas and
to initiate a bubble, and have already been explored by various
researchers. In addition, the active nucleation site density is a
key parameter to predicting the boiling heat flux, and has been
extensively studied. The following section gives some of the
important research on nucleation sites, their densities and
distributions.

A. Bubble Dynamics
During a boiling process, energy from the heating surface is
first transferred to superheated liquid layer adjacent to the wall,
and the majority of the energy is then transferred to bubbles in
the form of latent heat. The remaining energy is transferred to
the bulk flow through single phase convection. Bubbles play an
important role during the boiling process since, (1) size and
number of bubbles directly determine the amount of latent heat
transferred by bubbles, and (2) single phase forced convection
is greatly enhanced by bubble motion through departure and
lift-off. In this section, some fundamental bubble dynamics
knowledge is presented from review of the literature.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
During the past decades, extensive efforts have been devoted
to understanding boiling phenomena, including both pool
boiling and flow boiling. These efforts include direct
experimental measurements and observations, theoretical
analyses, empirical correlations, model developments, etc. In
recent years, with the help of state-of-the art technologies, such
as high-speed digital cameras and thermo chromic liquid
crystals, more insightful information has been obtained to
understand the boiling process. Some of the latest findings
include knowledge on fundamental bubble dynamics, active
nucleation site densities, bubbles and nucleation site
interactions, heat flux predictions, critical heat flux models, etc.
The literature review presented in this chapter will mainly focus
on several key topics of sub cooled flow boiling heat transfer.
These include activation of nucleation sites, their densities and
distributions, bubble dynamics, and sub cooled flow boiling
heat transfer correlations and models.
III. OBJECTIVE OF THE STUDY
The purpose of this study is to demonstrate the modeling of
forced convection sub cooled nucleate boiling using the in-built
boiling model available under Eulerian multiphase model.This
study demonstrates how to do the following:
 Create a single phase flow solution and use the fullydeveloped outlet as an inlet
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For the multiphase calculation.
Define solution-dependent material properties as
piecewise-linear functions of temperature.
 Use outlet profiles from one simulation as inlet
conditions for another simulation.
 Set up the Eulerian multiphase model to predict
boiling.
 Run the calculation to obtain a steady-state solution.
 Post process the resulting data.
IV. METHODOLOGY
Computational fluid dynamics (CFD) is a computer-based
simulation method for analyzing fluid flow, heat transfer, and
related phenomena such as chemical reactions. This project
uses CFD for analysis of flow and heat transfer. Some examples
of application areas are: aerodynamic lift and drag (i.e.
airplanes or windmill wings), power plant combustion,
chemical processes, heating/ventilation, and even biomedical
engineering (simulating blood flow through arteries and veins).
CFD analyses carried out in the various industries are used in
R&D and manufacture of aircraft, combustion engines, as well
as many other industrial products. It can be advantageous to use
CFD over traditional experimental-based analyses, since
experiments have a cost directly proportional to the number of
configurations desired for testing, unlike with CFD, where large
amounts of results can be produced at practically no added
expense. In this way, parametric studies to optimize equipment
are very inexpensive with CFD when compared to experiments.

6) Boundary Condition
Define the desired boundary condition for the problem i.e.
temperature, velocity, mass flow rate, heat flux etc.
7) Solution
 Solution Method : Choose the Solution method to
solve the problem i.e. First order, second order
 Solution Initialization: Initialized the solution to get
the initial solution for the problem.
 Run Solution: Run the solution by giving no of
iteration for solution to converge.
8) Post Processing
For viewing and interpretation of Result. The result can be
viewed in various formats: graph, value, animation etc.
V. RESULTS

Fig. 1. Contours of Velocity magnitude (Liquid moderator) in time step
bubble formation process

1) Pre-processing: CAD Modeling
Creation of CAD Model by using CAD modeling tools for
creating the geometry of the part/assembly of which you want
to perform FEA.CAD model may be 2D or 3d.
2) Meshing
Meshing is a critical operation in CFD. In this operation, the
CAD geometry is discretized into large numbers of small
Element and nodes. The arrangement of nodes and element in
space in a proper manner is called mesh. The analysis accuracy
and duration depends on the mesh size and orientations. With
the increase in mesh size (increasing no. of element), the CFD
analysis speed decrease but the accuracy increases.
3) Type of Solver
Choose the solver for the problem from Pressure Based and
density based solver.

Fig. 2. Complete bubbles formation in vapour form

A. Application of Nucleate Boiling in Nuclear Reactor

Fig. 3. CAD Model of reactor palate

4) Physical model
Choose the required physical model for the problem i.e.
laminar, turbulent, energy, multi-phase, etc.
5) Material Property:
Choose the Material property of flowing fluid.
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Fig. 4. Temperature profile in reactor Surface
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Fig. 5. Pressure profile in Tube bundles Surface
Fig. 10. Contour of Dynamic Pressure in Reactor Surface

Fig. 6. Volume fraction of vapour pressure profile in reactor wall Surface

Fig. 11. Contour of static Pressure in Reactor Surface

Fig. 7. Contour of Heat flux in Reactor Surface

Fig. 12. Contour of friction coefficient in Reactor Surface

Fig. 8. Contour of Velocity magnitude in Reactor Surface

Fig. 13. Contour of wall shear stress in Reactor Surface
Fig. 9. Contour of Total Pressure in Reactor Surface
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Fig. 14. Contour of Reynolds Number in Reactor Surface

Fig. 15. Contour of velocity vector in Reactor Surface
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Fig. 18. Contour of Turbulence Intensity (wireframe) in Reactor Surface

Fig. 19. Contour of Turbulence dissipation rate (wireframe) in Reactor
Surface

Fig. 16. Contour of density in Reactor Surface
Fig. 20. Contour of Turbulence kinetic energy (wireframe) in Reactor Surface

Fig. 17. Contour of Turbulence Intensity in Reactor Surface

Fig. 21. Contour of Turbulence kinetic energy (layer form) in Reactor Surface
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CASES

CASE 1
CASE 2
CASE 3
CASE 4
CASE 5
CASE 6
CASE 7

Tube (Centre to
Centre distance)
mm
228.6
228.6
228.6
228.6
218.6
238.6
248.6

CCD
(Coolant Channel Dia)
mm
107.7
102.7
112.7
117.7
122.7
127.7
132.7

TABLE I
RESULTS
Hot Leg
Temperature (K)

Cool Leg
Temperature (K)

Effective mass
flow rate (Kg/s)

Temperature
drop (k)

Pressure
(Pa)

4000
4200
3850
3700
3800
3520
3350

1270
1300
1320
1450
1300
1654
1700

2.4
1.9
2.5
2.7
2.2
3.2
3.8

2730
2900
2530
2250
2500
1866
1650

317
329
310
295
300
270
240


VI. CONCLUSION
Understanding of the flow field under the reactor vessel head
is very important for an after cooling process of the reactor
when there is a various number of reactor coolant system loops
(CSL) connected to the reactor. This is, especially, of great
importance in the case of the emergency regime, because heat
dissipation from the primary circuit is not always operating with
full number coolant loops in this case. The aim of these
calculations was to determine the velocity profile and the flow
rate at the upper perforated plate under the reactor vessel head
in case of a various number of coolant loops. These parameters
are the main factors affecting the cool down of the reactor
cover, because deformed velocity profiles lead to an
asymmetrical flow field, which has the impact on the
temperature field under the reactor cover. In present case two
sides of the reactors which is hot leg and cool leg is investigated
by various geometrical cases applying CFD tools and results
shows a stable flow phenomenon. Simulative results with
different cases are analyzed to complete system as per pressure,
temperature drop and flow rate of moderate water. CCD
(Coolant Chanel dia.) or CCL (Coolant Chanel loop) and center
to center distance of coolant tube are very effective in sub
cooled nucleate boiling in nucleate reactor. In current study we
are taken CCD and tube distance as variable parameters in
investigate the cooling characteristics of moderate water by
nucleate boiling phase. These are the final conclusion points
which occurs by CFD Simulation results and shown in results
table no. 1 When we decrease the CCD, temperature drop and
effective mass flow rate is decreasing but pressure is
in a higher range which is not a desirable condition for
cooling of nuclear reactors.
 As we increased the CCD, pressure is decreasing and
other parameters like mass flow rate & temperature
drop is increasing. Temperature drops the difference
between hot leg temp. And cool leg temperature,
which shows the cooling characteristics of the
moderate water at nucleate phase.
 Similarly, by the shorter distance between tubes have
a negative effect on the cooling characteristics of fluid
and increase the pressure of the entire system which is
not required for the better cooling and safety of the
reactor walls.



CTC of Tube have a great effect on the cooling
capacity of the system as we increased the CTC
distance with 10 mm intervals , pressure is decreasing
in a efficient manner while temperature drop and
effective mass floe rate is getting higher range.
Finally we conclude by the investigation of all the
cases as per CFD Simulation results that the CCD and
CTC of Tube play a major role in nuclear reactor
cooling by nucleate boiling process.
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